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ABSTRACT
Recent years have seen a resurgence of societal interest in Meta-
verses and virtual reality (VR), with large companies such as Meta
and Apple investing multi-billion dollars into its future. With the
recent developments in VR hardware and software, understanding
how to operate these systems efficiently and with good perfor-
mance becomes increasingly important. However, studying Meta-
verse and VR systems is challenging because publicly available
data detailing the performance of these systems is rare. Moreover,
collecting this data is labor-intensive because VR devices are end-
user devices that are driven by human input. In this work, we
address this challenge and work towards a workload trace archive
for Metaverse systems. To this end, we design, implement, and
validate librnr, a system to record and replay human input on VR
devices, automating large parts of the process of collecting VR
traces. We use librnr to collect 106 traces with a combined runtime
of 7 hours from state-of-the-art VR hardware under a variety of
representative scenarios. Through analysis of our initial results,
we find that power use of VR devices can increase by up to 29%
depending on the location of the VR device relative to the user-
defined play area, and show that noticeable performance degrada-
tion can occur when network bandwidth drops below 100Mbps.
Encouraging community adoption of both librnr and the emerging
trace archive, we publish both according to FAIR data principles
at https://github.com/atlarge-research/librnr.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; • Networks
→ Network measurement.
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Figure 1: Meta Quest Pro power use when using different
play area configurations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, there has been an increasing and steady
resurgence in interest in the topics of virtual reality (VR) and the
Metaverse, with prominent examples including Meta’s $36 billion
investment towards building a metaverse [13], and Apple’s entry
into the VR market by releasing a $3,500 consumer VR device in
February 2024 [4]. The concept of a Metaverse was introduced more
than three decades ago [22], and, although community consensus
on a definition is still lacking, presents a vision for a novel and
fundamentally different way for people to interact with computers
and each other. In this vision, many operations that today require
a mouse and keyboard are performed using VR devices, which
commonly consist of a head-mounted display (HMD) and a pair
of hand-held controllers. If successful, a metaverse holds great po-
tential to benefit society at large across a wide range of application
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domains. For example, a metaverse can benefit medicine [6, 30],
mental health [11], construction [2], and law enforcement [20] by
improving professional collaborative environments.

For a metaverse to realize its potential and gain large-scale soci-
etal adoption, it must provide good performance and energy effi-
ciency under a wide range of use cases. For example, the VR devices
that users use to interact with a metaverse have stringent require-
ments on latency and energy efficiency. Specifically, devices must
display a new frame to the user roughly every 14ms to meet the
performance requirement of 72 frames per second, and reduce the
probability of motion sickness [25], while providing a battery life
in the order of hours.

However, although there has been increasing interest in the topic,
understanding the performance and overall behavior of VR systems
remains challenging for two important reasons. First, there is a
lack of publicly available traces that allow researchers to study the
behavior of these systems. The collection and analysis of traces
is a common and important approach in computer systems to im-
prove understanding of system behavior, and has been successfully
applied in a wide range of application domains including cloud
computing [7], workflow scheduling [23], and online gaming [12].
Second, collecting traces for VR systems is labor-intensive because
VR systems are end-user devices. Similar to smartphones, their
realistic workloads consist of applications that respond to human
inputs, which are challenging to automate realistically.

Although there exists work that focuses on the performance
of metaverse-related technologies, these studies typically focus
on the performance of individual subsystems, such as the motion-
to-photon latency [27], or propose new techniques to improve
performance, for example through computational offloading [8, 29].

In this work, we make an important step towards a workload
trace archive for metaverse systems, allowing both researchers and
developers to better understand the behavior of these state-of-the-
art systems. For example, Figure 1 shows a simplified result based
on traces collected as part of this work, and shows that the power
use of VR device is affected by the play area and VR positioning.
To this end, we design librnr, a novel open-source tool that simpli-
fies and partially automates the collection of both user-input and
performance-measurement traces. We use librnr to obtain traces
from a variety of VR devices and deployment scenarios, and present
surprising preliminary results on the behavior of state-of-the-art
VR hardware.

Our key contributions are:

C1 We design and implement librnr, a novel system to record
and replay user-input traces on state-of-the-art VR hard-
ware (Section 3). librnr is designed to be compatible with
most state-of-the-art VR applications out of the box, without
modifying the application. librnr captures traces in an open
format, allowing researchers to analyze user and system
behavior.

C2 We validate, through real-world experiments, the accuracy
and overhead of librnr, and show that librnr can replay hu-
man inputs with high accuracy without introducing signifi-
cant performance overhead (Section 4).

C3 We use librnr to bootstrap a workload trace archive for meta-
verse systems (Section 5). We obtain VR system traces from
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Figure 2: Two common operational models for metaverse
applications, linking a user’s VR device (left) to a more pow-
erful device (right) for computational offloading. In the two
modes, control operations and rendered frames are sent via
wire (top) or wirelessly (bottom), respectively.

two popular VR devices under a range of network condi-
tions, while exposed to the same (human input) workload.
We analyze our traces and present novel insights into the
behavior of VR systems.

C4 We publish librnr, and the collected traces, as open-source
artifacts according to FAIR research principles, on Github:
https://github.com/atlarge-research/librnr/tree/trace_files_and_
report/traces.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present a client-centric model for modern meta-
verse systems and discuss important properties relevant to this
work. We present a visual overview of our model in Figure 2.

Our model starts with a user (or player) of the metaverse system,
who interacts with the system through a VR device (labeled 1
in Figure 2). The VR device typically consists of a HMD and hand-
held controllers. The HMD contains displays that show the user a
three-dimensional virtual world. The HMD also tracks movements
of itself and the hand-held controllers. Together with occasional
user button-presses, these control commands (or controls) are sent
from the VR device to the host.

The host ( 3 ) is a machine either close to the user or deployed in a
cloud environment and is responsible for simulating and rendering
the metaverse application (or app), and takes the received controls
as inputs for its simulation. The app performs a simulation iteration
and renders a new frame at a fixed rate. For VR applications, the
frame rate is typically 72 or 90Hz. The applicationmust consistently
produce frames at this rate to maintain good performance. Lower
frame rates are noticeable to users and induce motion sickness [25].
Each rendered frame is sent back to the HMD to be displayed to
the user, giving the user the illusion of being in a different space.

Depending on how the user sets up their system, controls and
frames are sent via a wire or a WiFi router ( 2 ). Both deployment
methods have advantages and are common. Because the app must
respond to user controls in real-time, and frames must be delivered
to the HMD at a high rate, data must be exchanged with both low
latency (i.e., in the order of milliseconds) and high bandwidth (i.e.,
in the order of 100Mbps). When using a wired setup, these require-
ments are relatively simple to guarantee. When using a WiFi router,
meeting these requirements is more challenging, and depends on
the quality of the WiFi router of the user. However, a wireless setup

https://github.com/atlarge-research/librnr/tree/trace_files_and_report/traces
https://github.com/atlarge-research/librnr/tree/trace_files_and_report/traces
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Figure 3: Design overview of librnr.
allows the user to move while using the device without worrying
about the length of the cable.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present the design of librnr. We discuss system
requirements and give an overview of its design and implementa-
tion.
3.1 System Requirements
We identify here important system requirements for librnr:

R1 librnr’s system traces must include important system-level
metrics for VR applications, allowing users to analyze system
behavior under different scenarios.

R2 librnr must support a wide range of state-of-the-art VR de-
vices. To construct a workload trace archive that provides
a large amount of diverse traces, librnr needs to support a
wide variety of VR devices and software applications.

R3 While replaying user-input traces, the timing accuracy of
events must be in the order of 10s of milliseconds, or up to
approximately 10 frames, to ensure the resulting application
and system behavior remain the same across replays.

R4 librnr should not introduce significant performance over-
head. The traces recorded and replayed with librnr should
be representative of real-world usage.

3.2 Design and Implementation Overview
Figure 3 presents our design for librnr. We design librnr ( 4 ) for
two types of users: players and researchers. Players can use librnr
to record VR input traces. Doing so only requires them to set librnr
to recording mode in a configuration file ( 1 ). Afterwards, they can
interact with the VR device as usual. Applications ( 7 ) typically
obtain user-input information by polling the VR device for the
location and orientation of the headset ( 5 ) and controllers ( 6 ), and
button-press events. When the player starts an application, librnr
starts intercepting these calls and writes the values to a trace file.

Researchers can use librnr to replay user-input traces ( 2 ) and
collect system traces while controlling the environment (e.g., by
limiting available network bandwidth) or the system under test (e.g.,

by using different VR headsets). This allows the researcher to obtain
a large amount of system traces through user emulation, automating
the most labor-intensive part of obtaining traces for VR systems.
When playing back a trace, the researcher sets librnr to replay
mode through its configuration file and starts the corresponding
application. Once the application starts, it will start polling the VR
device for user input. However, in replaymode, librnr will overwrite
the values obtained from the VR device with values read from the
user-input trace, sending previously recorded user inputs to the
application.

In both recording and replaying mode, librnr captures important
system-level metrics by sampling system performance counters
on both the host and VR device at a frequency of 1Hz (partially
addresses Requirement R1). For both devices, these metrics include
the information commonly available under the Linux /proc file-
system, while for the VR device librnr additionally collects metrics
such as the number of frames per second, the amount of time spent
on rendering frames, and battery usage data.

We implement librnr as an API layer in OpenXR. We choose
OpenXR because it ( 3 ) is a modern, open-source standard and
API, backed by the majority of major VR device manufacturers,
which provides an abstraction layer between applications and the
VR device (addresses Requirement R2). Such an abstraction is useful
for two important reasons. First, it allows application developers
to support a wide variety of VR devices without creating separate
implementations of their applications. Second, it allows VR manu-
facturers to release new VR devices that are backwards-compatible
with existing applications without additional engineering effort.
OpenXR supports so-called API layers, which are side-loaded li-
braries that can intercept calls made through the OpenXR API.

4 VALIDATION OF LIBRNR
In this section, we present a preliminary validation of Require-
ments R3 and R4 from librnr’s design (Section 3.1) through real-
world experiments. We validate librnr using two setups, PC-A
running the Meta Quest Pro (MQP) and PC-B running the Meta
Quest 2 (MQ2). For the full experimental setup, see Section 5.1.

Overall, we find:

V1 librnr can replay traces with a median delay of 14ms, or 1
frame, and the delay remains stable over time (Section 4.1).
High timing accuracy addresses Requirement R3, and is im-
portant for creating reproducible input behavior.

V2 librnr does not introduce significant performance overhead (Sec-
tion 4.2). Low performance-overhead addresses Requirement R4,
and is important for collecting representative traces from
metaverse systems.

4.1 Replay Timing Accuracy (Requirement R3)
We design librnr to enable researchers to better understand the
behavior of different metaverse systems and environments. To this
end, it is important that replaying the same input trace results in
the same system workload. In this section, we validate this behavior
through a real-world experiment in which we compare the times-
tamps of the events in the recorded trace with those obtained during
replay. Overall, we find that librnr’s timing is highly accurate, and
meets Requirement R3. We visualize this result in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Timing accuracy (i.e., error) of librnr as a statistical
summary (top plot) and over time (bottom plot).
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Figure 5: librnr energy overhead on Meta Quest Pro (MQP)
and Meta Quest 2 (MQ2).

Figure 4a shows the inaccuracy of timed events while replaying
a user-input trace, and reveals that the time difference (i.e., error)
is mostly stable between 1ms and 16ms, or approximately 0 and
1 frames, based on a frame rate of 72Hz. The horizontal axis shows
the error between when an event was originally recorded, and when
it is replayed by librnr. When the error is positive, it indicates that
the replay is behind the original recording, and vice versa. Closer to
zero is better. The box shows the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles, and
the whiskers extend up to 1.5 times the inter-quartile range (IQR).
The diamonds show all remaining outliers. The plot shows that half
of the observed error values (inside the box) have an error between
1ms and 16ms, and that the median error value is 15ms, or 1 frame.

However, the figure shows significant outliers of up to -153ms, or
-11 frames. To investigate these outliers, we visualize the system’s
behavior over time in Figure 4b. The horizontal axis shows the
progression of time during the experiment, the vertical axis shows
the error, and the blue curve shows the error over time. The figure
shows that the spikes are both rare and isolated events and are
caused by the slight error we see throughout the replays.

4.2 System Overhead (Requirement R4)
In this section, we present initial results towards validating the
system overhead of librnr on both the VR and host devices using
real-world experiments. Although we analyze overhead on power
use, GPU utilization, and CPU utilization, we focus in this section
on the former two. The results for the CPU utilization are similar
to those observed for the GPU utilization.

Figure 5 shows the overhead of power consumption when using
librnr with two highly-popular VR devices: the MQP and the MQ2.
The figure shows that librnr’s power-usage overhead is generally
insignificant. The left and right plots in the figure show the power
use for the MQP and MQ2 respectively. The horizontal axes show
the power use of the VR device, and the vertical axes show the
alternative experiment setups. Baseline indicates measurements
performed without using librnr, whereas record and replay indicate
measurements performed while librnr is recording or replaying a
user-input trace, respectively. The boxes summarize the behavior
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Figure 6: librnr GPU-usage overhead on the two PCs. PC-A
is the setup running Windows 11, PC-B is the setup running
Windows 10. See §5.1 for exact specifications.

Table 1: Overview of experimental hardware specifications.
Hardware PC-A PC-B

OS Windows 11 Windows 10
CPU AMD Ryzen 5 7600X AMD Ryzen 5 7600X
GPU GeForce RTX 3080 GeForce RTX 4070
WiFi 802.11ax 802.11ax

Headsets MQ2 MQP

Released 2019 2022
CPU Snapdragon XR2 Snapdragon XR2+
Battery 3640 mAh 5348 mAh
WiFi WiFi 6 WiFi 6E

across 6, 6, and 60 traces of approximately 4 minutes per trace for
the baseline, record, and replay setups, respectively.

The figure shows that, in most configurations tested, the power
use of the device is highly similar. Using librnr on the MQ2, the max-
imum difference between mean power usage across the baseline,
record, and replay setups is 0.07W. The setups also show similar
distributions, with the maximum difference between the minimum
and maximum power usage across setups on the MQ2 being 0.17W.

Similar trends can be observed for the MQP. The maximummean
power usage difference across the three modes is 0.29W, and the
difference between the minimum andmaximum power usage across
setups on the MQP is 0.36W.

Figure 6 shows librnr overhead on GPU utilization, and shows
that librnr does not incur significant overhead in any of the setups
tested. The figures show the GPU utilization when using librnr on
the MQP (left) and the MQ2 (right). The horizontal axes show the
GPU usage, and the vertical axes show the experiment setup. The
boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles, and the boxwhiskers
extend up to 1.5 times the IQR. Grey circles with a black border
indicate outliers. From the figure, we observe that the distributions
of GPU usage are highly similar across all setups. Specifically, the
largest difference between the depicted percentiles is 3.84 percent-
age points, between 75th and 25th percentiles on the PC-A running
MQP, with librnr in replay mode. We also observe a high number
of outliers across all setups, ranging from 19.47% to 53.71%.

5 RESULTS
Using the user-input traces collected with librnr, we conduct pre-
liminary real-world experiments on two highly popular VR devices
across a variety of environments.

We summarize our experiments in Table 2, and derive the fol-
lowing Main Findings:
MF1 VR power use is significantly affected by the location of the

VR and the user-defined play area (Section 5.2). Changing
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Table 2: Experiment overview.

Section Experiment Traces Bandwidth limit Devices

Recordings Replays [Mbps]

§5.2 Effect of play area settings on energy use 1 25 - PC-B + MQP, PC-B + MQ2
§5.3 Limiting bandwidth effects on VR 2 24 30, 50, 80, 100 PC-A + MQP, PC-B + MQ2
§5.4 VR performance comparison when offloading 4 40 - PC-A + MQP, PC-A + MQ2
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Figure 7: Effect of play area settings on power consumption
for the Quest Pro (MQP) and Quest 2 (MQ2) VR devices.

the play area settings and VR location can increase mean
power use by up to 29% and 17%, for the MQP and MQ2,
respectively.

MF2 Frame rate is significantly affected by available network
bandwidth (Section 5.3). For example, user experience signif-
icantly deteriorates when using the MQ2 if network band-
width is limited to 80Mbps.

MF3 There is no significant difference in performance between
the MQP and MQ2 (Section 5.4). Although the MQP is a
flagship device and the MQ2 a budget-friendly device, their
performance is similar when offloading to a remote machine.

5.1 Experiment Setup
We conduct our experiments using two representative host devices
and two popular VR devices, the Meta Quest Pro (MQP), a state-
of-the-art VR device designed for professional applications [17],
and Meta Quest 2 (MQ2), the best-selling VR device worldwide [5],
whose hardware specifications are listed in Table 1. The VR devices
are connected to a host device to offload application simulation
and rendering. The video frames and user inputs are sent to and
from the VR devices through a 5GHz WiFi router, which provides
a bandwidth of up to 1200Mbps.

We use the application Beat Saber as our workload throughout
our experiments. Games represent a significant part of the VR
market [1], and Beat Saber is one of the best-selling VR games
worldwide, with over 4million copies sold.

5.2 VR Play Area Settings Affect VR Power Use
The play area settings and VR positioning significantly affect the
power use of VR devices, increasing the mean power use by up
to 29% when the VR is on the edge of the play area. The Oculus
software allows two play area modes: stationary mode with a preset
circular play area and roomscale mode which allows the user to
draw the play area using the controller. Finally, there is the option
to disable the play area setting [16] under developer options.

Figure 7 shows the energy consumption for two VR devices,
the MQP and MQ2, under the different play area configurations.
The horizontal axes show the power use of the device, and the
vertical axes show the play area configurations used during the
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Figure 8: Effect of bandwidth limits on Meta Quest 2 frames
per second (FPS). Larger FPS is better, the red dotted line
marks the minimum recommended frame rate (i.e. 72 FPS).
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experiment. The boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles,
and the white diamonds mark the mean. The lowest mean power
use of the MQP is 6.7W, when using a stationary play area with
the VR device placed in the middle. Although changing the play
area type to roomscale or turning it off does not significantly affect
its power use, placing the VR on the edge of the stationary play
area increases its power use by up to 29% to 8.6W. We see a similar
trend on the MQ2, consuming the least average power of 5.8W for
the stationary play area, with the average power increasing by up
to 17% when moving the device to the stationary play area edge.

We find that this difference occurs due to the VR device blending
the game frames with the live feed from the onboard cameras. This
is a safety feature of the device that prevents the user from walking
outside the user-determined play area. We recommend that for the
most energy-efficient experience, users should remain in the center
of the defined play area.

5.3 Limiting Bandwidth Leads to Sudden
Performance Degradation

Increasingly limiting the network bandwidth available for stream-
ing video from the host to the VR device leads to sudden perfor-
mance degradation.

Figure 8 shows this result. The horizontal axis shows the number
of frames per second, and the vertical axis shows the bandwidth lim-
its used in the experiment. The boxes show the 25th, 50th, and 75th
percentiles, and the white diamond marks the mean. The vertical
red-dashed line indicates 72 frames per second, which is the target
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Figure 10: Comparison in workload offloading between Meta Quest 2 (MQ2) and Meta Quest Pro (MQP) using the PC-A setup.
See §5.1 for device specifications.

frame rate. The plot shows that for bandwidth limits of 400Mbps
and 100Mbps, overall performance meets the 72 frames per sec-
ond (FPS) target, with outliers down to 60 FPS. However, bandwidth
limits of 80Mbps and below introduce significantly lower outliers,
down to 10 FPS (!) for a bandwidth limit of 30Mbps.

Figure 9 presents a reverse cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the same data, allowing us to analyze the tail of the distribution in
more detail. The horizontal axis shows the frames per second (FPS),
and the horizontal axis shows the fraction of FPS samples. The
horizontal red-dashed line indicates the 99th percentile. The 99th
percentile is relevant because the system must maintain stable
performance over time. The figure shows that for both 400Mbps
and 100Mbps bandwidth limits, the 99th percentile is 70 FPS and
72 FPS respectively (the corresponding curves intersecting the red
dashed line). However, for bandwidth limits of 80Mbps and below,
the performance is significantly worse, with the 99th percentile
frame rate being 25 FPS, 25.9 FPS, and 25 FPS for bandwidth limits
of 30Mbps, 50Mbps, and 80Mbps respectively. This sudden drop
in performance indicates that existing video streaming software
for VR systems imposes a clear lower limit on available network
bandwidth.

5.4 VR Performance Similar across Devices
When Offloading

In this experiment, we compare the performance of the MQP and
MQ2. We find that, when offloading the application to a remote
machine, the performance of both devices is highly similar. This
result is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10a shows that the performance of both devices is highly
similar. The horizontal axis shows the number of frames per sec-
ond (FPS) displayed to the user, and the vertical axis shows the two
VR devices. The vertical red-dashed line shows the performance
target of 72 FPS. The plots show that for both the MQ2 and the
MQP, the performance is stable at 72 FPS, with outliers down to
roughly 60 FPS. Because the frame rates are highly similar, and both
devices have roughly the same screen resolution, this indicates that
the visual quality on both devices is similar.

Figure 10b shows that the power use of both devices is compa-
rable under this setup. The horizontal axis shows the power use
of the VR device, and the vertical axis shows the two VR devices.
For both devices, the power usage is stable, with the maximum
inter-quartile range (IQR) being 0.2W, and no outliers outside 1.5
times the IQR. The mean power use is 7.2W and 6.5W for the MQP
and the MQ2 respectively. Although the MQ2 performs 10% better,
we conclude that the energy efficiency of both devices is similar.

Figures 10c and 10d show the GPU and CPU usage of the offload-
ing target (i.e., PC-A). The figures show that the offloading target

requires a similar amount of resources to simulate and render the
offloaded application. On the horizontal axes, the figures show the
GPU and CPU usage respectively. On the vertical axes, the figures
show the two VR devices. For both resources, the usage is similar
across devices. The GPU usage is 39% and 35% for the MQP and
MQ2 respectively, and the CPU usage is 2% and 2.6% for the MQP
and MQ2 respectively. The reported CPU usage is the mean across
all 12 virtual cores. Based on this result, we conclude that both VR
devices have similar requirements for offloading target devices.

6 RELATEDWORK
Much related work in the VR research community analyzes device
performance under different conditions. Relatively to the body of
prior work, we focus on the complex interplay between VR offload-
ing, network conditions, performance, and energy use. Additionally,
we publish the collected traces and a novel system to partially au-
tomate VR trace collection.

Offloading. Q-VR is a novel system that reduces frame latency by
partially offloading frame rendering [26]. Similarly, Danhier et al.
design and implement a benchmark for video rendering for VR
devices using a custom rendering pipeline [9]. Several other studies
exist that investigate the impact of computational offloading across
the cloud continuum (e.g., differences between edge, local, and
cloud) [21, 29]. However, in contrast with this work, these studies
do not investigate the effects of network conditions on metrics such
as energy use when offloading to a local device.

Network Conditions. There are multiple studies that focus on an-
alyzing the network traffic and usage patterns associated with vari-
ous VR applications, such as video games [10, 15, 28] and social VR
platforms [3]. These studies typically focus on performance [3, 10],
user experience [15], and modeling network phenomena [10, 28].
We extend existing work by collecting a broad range of important
metrics to characterize the effect that network conditions have on
performance, energy use, and overall system behavior.

Energy Efficiency. In the field of energy-efficiency research, stud-
ies have investigated the energy use of gaming PCs [18, 19], VR
devices [14, 18], cloud gaming [18], and the metaverse [24]. Our
work is novel in its evaluation of the interplay between perfor-
mance, energy use, the system under test, and the deployment en-
vironment (e.g., network conditions), and the publication of traces
collected in these different scenarios.

7 CONCLUSION AND ONGOINGWORK
A metaverse, if successfully implemented, promises to fundamen-
tally change the way people interact with computers. To this end,
the industry is investing tens of billions of dollars to develop new
VR hardware and software, which are predicted to be the main way
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for users to interact with the metaverse. However, understanding
the performance of VR devices and their surrounding ecosystem in
practice remains challenging due to the lack of publicly available
system traces. In this work, we address this challenge by making
an important step towards a publicly-accessible workload trace
archive for metaverse systems. To this end, we design and imple-
ment librnr, a novel tool that partially automates the collection
of system traces. Through real-world experiments, we validate li-
brnr and study the behavior of two VR devices: the Meta Quest 2,
the best-selling VR device worldwide, and the Meta Quest Pro, a
state-of-the-art VR device designed for professional applications.
Through our experiments, we find that play area placement can
increase VR power usage by up to 1.9W, and that streaming video
to our VR devices with good performance requires at least 80Mbps
of bandwidth. Throughout our experiments, we collect a total of
11 input traces with a total duration of 40 minutes, and 112 system
traces with a total duration of 7 hours.

This article is part of ongoing work on a workload trace archive
for metaverse systems. To this end, we are working to add support
for reproducibility packages to librnr, and are collecting traces for
additional (types of) applications, VR devices, and deployments.
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